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Abstract

We propose a flexible interactive approach to
knowledge based model construction. The
domain knowledge is represented in the form of
multilevel influence diagrams. At each level, an
influence diagram may be generated and the
influence diagrams between the levels are related
through a series of operations. We defined eight
such operations and show that these are sound as
well as sufficient to construct any target
influence diagram in any practical situation. We
have developed an algorithm for model
construction using our multi-level influence
diagram representation.

1. Introduction

Decision Analysis is a discipline which applies logical,
mathematical and scientific procedures to solve decision
problems. It provides a formal methodology for systematic
examination of a complex and opaque decision situation,
formulation of alternative courses of actions, treatment of
information and uncertainty preferences, and finally, the
evaluation of the best course of action. Among all the
elements of decision analysis, the most critical ones
include framing of the problem, developing the decision
model, and evaluating the model. Decision modeling is
concerned with the effective construction of decision
models representing real decision situation given
knowledge about the domain. It is one of the most
challenging tasks in decision analysis as well as in the
development of computer-aided decision support system.

In recent years, there has been a growing interest among
researchers in the artificial intelligence and uncertain
reasoning communities in automated probabilistic
reasoning and decision modeling. One approach, known
as the knowledge-based model construction (KBMC)
method, encodes the general knowledge about the domain
in an expressive language and then dynamically constructs

a decision model for each particular situation or problem
instance (Wellman et al. 1992, Breese et al. 1994). Core
issues in KBMC include knowledge representation,
triggering and elaboration, control of construction, and
knowledge base development.

Graphical decision-modeling formalisms such as influence
diagram (Howard and Matheson 1981) are often used for
the target decision model representation in KBMC systems
since it can describe probabilistic relationships as well as
support the inference process. Many knowledge
representation schemes have been developed for use with
KBMC systems. These include first-order predicate logic
(Breeze 1992, Holtzman 1989, Goldman and Charniak
1990), similarity network (Heckerman 1991), fluid
multilevel representation (Wellman 1988, Leong 1991),
and probabilistic concept network (Poh and Fehling 1993,
Poh et al. 1994). All these methods can facilitate the
dynamic construction of probabilistic and decision models.
In genereal, methods for model construction may be query-
driven, decision-driven, value-driven or data-driven
(Wellman et al. 1992, Breese et al. 1994).

Decision modeling is a critical task in decision analysis.
Unfortunately, there had been very little work on
development of methods to facilitate decision modeling. In
most cases, a decision maker or user is left to build a
decision model mainly using her own knowledge.
Development of a good model requires experiences and
skills. In addition, it is also quite time consuming and the
availability of good modeling tools would be most desired.
Many industry-standard commercial decision analysis
software such as DPL and DATA have the capability to
assist users in building their decision model. However,
almost all of these systems are simply graphical drawing
tools for direct graphical creation of decision models on
screen and saving them for further use. They assume that
the user does her decision model structuring off line and
do not provide any substantive help in the decision
modeling process. The value of most of these commercial
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systems are in the development of efficient model solvers
and dynamic sensitivity analysis tools.

Taking into account both the lack of decision modeling
aids and the benefits of KBMS, our research mainly
contributes to the development of a decision modeling and
structuring tool which assists non-expert users in
constructing a decision model in a pre-selected domain.
We aim at developing knowledge-based decision modeling
tool which allows user to interactively perform the
decision modeling process. To achieve this, we developed
the Multi-Level Influence Diagram (MLID) scheme which
can used for domain knowledge representation as well as
model construction. In this work, we extend the standard
influence diagram representation to a multilevel structure
in order to facilitate decision model construction at
multiple levels of abstraction. We have developed the
formal relations between the influence diagrams that exist
at different levels of abstraction, all of which representing
the same decision problem. These relations are
represented by a set of multilevel influence diagram
operations that enable one to transform an influence
diagram to another while preserving probabilistic
relevance information. By using an appropriate set of
operations, a non-domain-expert user can use multilevel
influence diagram to construct a target decision model in a
pre-selected domain according to his or her specifications
with a domain knowledge base.

Multilevel influence diagrams serve the roles of both
decision model representation as well as knowledge
representation. This serves to unify the target model
language and knowledge base language thereby increasing
the efficiency of the model construction process. Our
work compliments many of the previous work on model
construction techniques as well as some on going ones.
These include those of Holtzman (1989), Breese (1992),
Goldman and Charniak (1990), Heckerman (1991),
Wellman (1988), Egar and Musen (1993), Provan (1994),
Poh et al. (1994) and Yuan (1993).

2. Multilevel influence diagrams

One of the most difficult aspects of KBMC in decision-
analytic terms is composing a diagram of relevant relations
from a set of domain concepts (Egar and Musen 1993). 
is therefore essential that the representation scheme for the
domain knowledge must be sufficiently expressive for the
domain and at the same time, it must be able to support the
construction of different classes of decision model.
Multilevel influence diagrams have been developed to
satisfy both of these requirements.

Multilevel influence diagram is an extension of the
standard influence diagram scheme that enables a KBMC
system to represent a decision situation using different
influence diagrams so as to model the problem at different
levels of abstraction. In MLID, each level of
representation corresponds to a standard influence diagram

and the diagrams at various levels are linked via a set of
operators.

Within the MLID structure, the influence diagram at the
lowest level includes every possible details about the
domain. We shall refer to this lowest level influence
diagram as the global influence diagram for the domain.
On the other hand, we shall refer to the most abstract
model as the top-level influence diagram. As we move
from a lower level up to a higher level, each level consists
of a valid influence diagram that can be generated to
describe the domain in more abstract terms. By using a
multilevel influence diagram we can selectively construct a
target decision model of our choice. The relations between
the various levels in a multilevel influence diagram are
characterized by a set of operators defined as follows:

Operation 1: The Extend operation takes a chance node
and adds a set of direct predecessor nodes to it thereby
extending the influence diagram to a lower level.

Operation 2: The Retract operation takes a chance node
and removes all its direct predecessor nodes thereby
retracting the influence diagram to a higher level.

Figure 1 illustrates the application of the Extend and
Retract operations on a chance node C.

Figure 1: The Extend and Retract operations.

Operation 3: The Refine operation replaces a chance
node C by a set of refined chance nodes C1, C2 .... Ca.
After the operation, all the refined chance nodes have
same outcome set q~(C) as C; have as direct predecessors,
all the previous direct predecessors of C; and have as
direct successors, all the previous direct successors of C.

Operation 4: The Abstract operation takes a set of chance
nodes with same outcome set as well as common direct
predecessors and successors, and replaces them with an
integrated or abstract chance node. After the operation,
the integrated chance node has the same outcome set; has
as direct predecessors, all the common direct predecessors
of the set of chance nodes; and has as direct successors,
all the common direct successors of the set of chance
nodes.

Figure 2 on the next page illustrates the application of the
Refine and Abstract operations on a chance node C.
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Refine(C) ) 

Figure 2: The Refine and Abstract operations,

l)et-Extend ~C~

Det-Retrad (C)q

Figure 3: The Deterministic-Extend and Deterministic-Retract operations.

Extend-Function (T)
)

Retract-Function (T)
q

Figure 4: The Extend-function and Retract function operations.

Operation 5: The Deterministic-Extend operation takes a
chance node C, converts it into a deterministic node and
adds a set of direct predecessors to it.

Operation 6: The Deterministic.Retract operation takes a
deterministic node with direct predecessors, convert it to a
chance node and removes its previous direct predecessors.

Figure 3 illustrates the application of the Deterministic-
extend and Deterministic-Retract operations on node C.

Operation 7: The Extend-Function operation takes a
deterministic node and adds to it additional direct
predecessors.

Operation 8: The Retract-Function operation takes a
deterministic node and removes one or more of its direct
predecessors.

Figure 4 illustrates the application of the Extend-Function
and Retract-Function operations on node T.

Given any problem domain, the above operation induces
set of possible target decision models that can be
constructed. The use of MLID as a knowledge

representation scheme for KBMC systems offers an
expressive and concise way of representing any general
domain knowledge. At the same time, it provides
multilevel abstractions that help users manage the
complexities. Furthermore, MLID combine the formalism
of classical influence diagrams with hierarchical modeling
techniques thereby allowing the construction of the
decision model at the right level of details, an important
feature essential for real-world decision making under time
and resource constraints.

3. Soundness of the Operations

As each of our four operators and their inverse operates on
influence diagrams and produces influence diagrams as
outputs, an important issue is their soundness or validity.
We say that an influence diagram operation is sound if the
joint probability distribution for the set of common
variables for the two diagrams is preserved across the
transformation (Heckerman and Horvitz, 1991). We are
able to show in our related work elsewhere that the eight
operators are sound.

Let Mt and M2 represent the influence diagrams before and
after a construction operation respectively. Let XMn and
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XM2 represent the sets of chance nodes in MI and M2
respectively. In general, an operation operates on certain
part of a diagram and preserves some other parts of the
diagram. Hence XMI (’~ XM2 ~ O . We will use the
convention whereby probability distributions that are
based on general domain knowledge be denoted by p(),
i.e., without any subscript, whereas, probability
distributions in a derived influence diagram Mi be denoted
by p~(), i.e., with a subscript i. Thus an operation which
transforms an influence diagram M~ to M2 is sound if and
only if Pl (XMl C~ Xm ) = P2 (XMsn Xm 

Consider the Extend operation. Let Xj ~ x(C) represent the
set of possible direct predecessors to be included by an
Extend operation on chance node C in a general influence
diagram MI as illustrated in Figure 5, where R is the set of
successors of C. The resulting influence diagram is M2.

Figure 5: Execution of the Extend operation on node C in
a general influence diagram.

It can be shown that if pl(C)=~’p~(X,)p2(ClX~) then both
x,

the Extend and Retract operations defined above are
sound.

MI Refine M2

p2(CllA) ~ p2(BICI ..... C.,,)

Figure 6: Execution of the Refine operation on node C in a
general influence diagram.

Consider next the Refine operation as shown in Figure 6.
Suppose that it replaces the chance node C in M~ with the
set of refined nodes Cj ~ ~(C) and produces M2 then 
can be shown that the Refine operation is sound under the
following conditions:

(i)
Wi ,

p(Cl/) c, o c,~W"p(C’lA) where w;- ~_~wi

(ii) p(BIC)=p(BICI) VCi~ 

where A and B are the set of predecessors and successors
for C respectively

M1 Det-Extend . M2

.1" R :
p~(C) C =f(~C))

Figure 7: Execution of Det-Extend operation on node C in
a general influence diagram.

Consider the Deterministic-Extend operation as shown in
Figure 7 which transforms the influence diagram Ml to
another diagram M2 by converting chance node C into a
deterministic node and introducing a function relation for
it. It can be shown that if p~ (C) = P2 (f(~r(C))) 
Deterministic-Extend operation is sound.

Similarly, for the Deterministic-Retract operation which
transforms the influence diagram M1 to another diagram
M2 by converting a deterministic node C into a chance
node and removing its predecessors. It can be shown that
if Pl (f(/l:(C)))= P2(C) then the Deteiirtinistic-Retract
operation is sound.

Finally, consider the Extend-Function operation on
deterministic node T in diagram M~ which adds C3 to T so
as to get diagram M2. It can be shown the operation is
sound if and only if the added node C3 is conditionally
independent of the direct successors of T given the
original predecessors of T in M~. Similar results were
obtained for the Retract-Function operation.

4. Sufficiency of the Operations

An important issue in model transformation and
construction is the ability to reach any desired influence
diagram in the problem domain. We say that a node in the
domain is reachable if and only if it is included in a
decision model which is produced through a finite
sequence of operations performed on an initial diagram.
We say that a decision model is grapically constructable if
there exist a series of sequential operations that transform
an initial diagram to the desired diagram. We also say that
a set of model construction operations is structurally
sufficient if every model in the domain is graphically
constructable.

We are able to demonstrate that the set of eight operators
in MLID is sufficient in any problem domain. First we
intuitively illustrate that every node in a particular domain
is reachable. Based on this, we will attempt to show the
structural sufficiency of the eight operators.
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Let Mo represent the top-level influence diagram, Mo the
global influence diagram, and Mi an intermediate level
influence diagram at some level i. Let X represent a node
in diagram Mi, 0i represent the set of nodes in diagram Mi,
and 0o represent the node set of Me. Since any node X
0t is reachable, we can always find a finite sequence of
operations to reach it. Let Mi’ be the decision model
produced which includes all the nodes tracked by the
sequence of operations. Then Mi’ ~ Mi. Now, if we
remove all the nodes not included in Mi via corresponding
inverse operations then any potential target decision model
Mi can be successfully constructed. Hence the eight
operations are structurally sufficient.

Based on the above analysis, given any general influence
diagram which represents a particular domain or problem,
once we extract the top-level influence diagram from it, we
can construct a multilevel influence diagram structure
between them using only the eight operations.
Sequentially, we may get a set of decision models at
different levels of abstraction or details based on these
operations.

5. Decision Model Construction

When faced with a particular problem instance, we can use
MLID to build a specific decision model at a specific level
of abstraction with all relevant factors. The algorithm is as
follows:

Modelconstrucfion ~gorithm
I. Select problem domain D.
2. Load the knowledge base for domain

D.
3. Display the top-level influence

diagram, ~,of domain D.
4. Let the current model M=~.
5. While the user is not satisfied with

model M do
6. Select a node X in M.

7. Display the set of valid
operations, ~(X) applicable 
node X.

8. Select an operation ~E ~ (X).
9. Perform operation ~ on M

producing a new model (0(M).
10. Let M=to(M).

ll.End while
12.Output target model M.

The above model construction algorithm can be classified
as decision-driven (Wellman et al. 1992). This algorithm
provides an interactive tool for the users to explore and
add relevant nodes in order to arrive at a cohesive decision
model. Our method differs from that of many others (for
example, Breeze 1992, Holtzman 1989, Goldman and
Charniak 1990) in two aspects. First, our knowledge base

representation and decision model representation are the
same. This means that the construction procedure itself is
very simple as it would simply involve "picking out" the
appropriate pieces of components already in the
knowledge base and assembling them together to form the
target model. This method of pick and assemble provides
a highly flexible and effective way for model construction.
Second, multilevel influence diagrams support network-
based knowledge representation together with abstraction
hierarchies similar to many network-based knowledge
representation schemes in artificial intelligence. And it
could be easily implemented in computer.

6. System Implementation

We have implemented MUD in a prototype system called
Hierarchy Decision Modeling System (HDMS). The
architecture of HDMS is shown as Figure 8. As seen from
Figure 8, HDMS works as a bridge connecting real
decision problem and model analysis tools. HDMS is
developed under MS Windows environment using Visual
C++. The system makes extensive use of window-based
GUIs and is extremely easily to use by any end user with
minimal training. The system displays the decision model
that is being constructed as an influence diagram in the
main widow. Users select a node to operate on by simply
clicking on it; a tool box carrying all the valid operations
associated with that node will be displayed. The users can
then select a valid operation or cancel his selection and
select another node instead. We have applied HDMS to a
number of real-world problems in the areas of investment,
medicine, and engineering. We have found the system to
be effective in assisting non expert user in structuring the
decision problem by traversing through the MUD
structure and arriving at a desired decision model.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced and defined the MIJD
representation for KBMC. The formalism includes a series
of operations that relate an influence diagram at one level
to that at another level. Each influence diagram that can
be generated represents a possible target model that a user
may construct based on his or her specifications,
knowledge, and situation. We have also shown that the
eight operations are sound and are sufficient to generate
any desired decision model. In addition, we have
developed an algorithm to facilitate the construction of a
decision model and have implemented a prototype decision
modeling and structuring system that can be used by non-
expert in model construction. Our experience has indicated
that multilevel influence diagram representation is a
promising way to perform knowledge based model
construction.
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